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50 Fabulous Paper-Pieced Stars-Carol Doak 2000-04 With the simplicity and accuracy of paper piecing, you can create these elaborate-looking Star blocks in a snap! Carol Doak, bestselling author of many books on paper piecing, is back with 50 original paper-pieced Star blocks--one for each U.S. state. Follow Carol's expert step-by-step
instructions to make 50 beautiful blocks that finish to 12" Find ideas for mixing and matching block sections for fascinating original designs and intriguing secondary patterns Discover inspiration for using blocks in a variety of projects, plus tips on enlarging and reducing patterns to personalize designs
Easy Machine Paper Piecing-Carol Doak 1993-12-01 Now anyone can accurately piece a quilt block in just minutes! Paper piecing is a simple process. Just trace a block design onto paper; then sew fabrics directly onto the paper with a sewing machine. The paper provides a stable base, making it a breeze to get sharp points on even the tiniest
of pieces. Choose from 65 different block designs, including traditional favorites and original designs from Carol Doak Start a paper-piecing adventure with 16 beautiful quilt projects featuring baskets, hearts, flowers, and more Carol?s step-by-step instructions for paper piecing make the innovative technique a snap to learn
Carol Doak's Simply Sensational 9-Patch-Carol Doak 2005-09-01 Your lucky stars-the paper-pieced way! Includes bonus CD-ROM.
Kaleidoscope Paper Piecing-Nancy Mahoney 2012-01-10 Dazzle your friends with a Kaleidoscope quilt! Each sparkling paper-pieced quilt pattern features eight shapes that come together to form a single, wonderfully unique block. Choose from 10 all-new paper-piecing designs that convey energy and movement Make beautiful, complexlooking quilts by following clear, step-by-step illustrated instructions by best-selling author Nancy Mahoney Achieve great results, right down to those narrow little points
Carol Doak's Foundation Paper-Carol Doak 2004-08-01 Makes paper piecing super easy!
Feathered Friends-Jette Norregaard Nielsen 2008-11-01 18 beautiful paper-pieced blocks for bird lovers feature chickadees, wrens, woodpeckers, swallows, swans, puffins, gulls, and many others.
Easy Stash Quilts-Carol Doak 1999 Demonstrates fifteen quilt patterns created with fabrics quilters may have "stashed" away
Show Me How to Paper Piece-Carol Doak 1997 Even if you've never done a bit of patchwork before, you'll be amazed at how quick and easy it is to learn the paper-piecing method. Just stitch along preprinted straight lines with your machine to create perfect, accurate blocks! Includes paper foundations for one small quilt, plus extras for
practice--make it to get the hang of paper piecing and to show off to your family and friends Carol will lead you through each step-by-step photograph as you learn to paper piece with ease Have bestselling author and nationally-known teacher Carol Doak as your own personal tutor
Your First Quilt Book (or it Should Be!)-Carol Doak 1997 Learn about the tools, supplies, and techniques you need to create simple patchwork quilts. Eight small projects are provided to help you practice your new hand-or machine-stitching skills.
Paper Piecing Perfect Points-Debby Kratovil 2013 Paper piecing is popular, so now's the time to teach quilters to move beyond squares and rectabgles and give their quilts a few points - sharp points. Readers will discover a varied assortment of bold looks.
Passion For Piecing-Claudia Clark Myers 2010-11-05 Pieced Masterpieces You Can Make. 16 glorious quilts use Pineapples, LeMoyne Stars, Mariner's Compass, and Fan blocks in ways you've never seen before. Designs based on Claudia's winning entries in major shows and competitions. Photo galleries of 22 award-winning quilts. Full-size
paper piecing patterns. Variety of quilts for skill levels from intermediate to advanced. Claudia Clark Myers helps you create a masterwork by making a few easy changes in the way you think about quilt settings and combining blocks and colors. Bring your style to life with precision piecing, paper piecing, and Claudia's Magic 3-Pin method for
sewing perfect curves.
Foundation-Pieced Quilts-That Patchwork Place 2011 Value-packed book features clear, step-by-step directions for 14 quilts
Beautiful Foundation-Pieced Quilt Blocks-Mary Jo Hiney 2000-04-01 Fill your house and shower your friends and family with splendid quilt projects -- even if you've never quilted before! It's fast and easy with foundation piecing -- sewing traced fabric pieces to a foundation, such as paper or fabric, and following a color guide and numerical
sequence for seams.
Mariner's Compass Stars-Carol Doak 2007 Mariner’s compass stars are so pretty. And now they’re easy, too, because Mariner’s Compass Stars features 24 stunning paper-pieced blocks, plus a bonus CD-ROM that lets quilters shrink or enlarge blocks to any size. Make one of the nine stellar quilts presented here, or mix and match blocks to
make a shining star like no other. * 24 star blocks inspired by traditional mariner’s compass designs, 9 great quilts * Full-size printed patterns plus bonus CD-ROM for enlarging, reducing, and printing more
Showstopping Quilts to Foundation Piece-Tricia Lund 2007 Create these awe-inspiring traditional quilts and get perfectly pieced results every time!Use easy, accurate foundation piecing to make even the most intricate blocks - and stitch stunning quilts fit for a family legacy.You can: choose from 13 quilts featuring feathered stars, pinwheels,
medallions, and more; tame even the trickiest shapes with step-by-step lessons on foundation piecing; and, get ideas for dramatically changing designs with color and value.
Thread Magic Garden-Ellen Anne Eddy 2012-01-01 A flower garden is a place to daydream, make wishes, quiet the mind, or spark imagination. Bring this special space indoors by making a floral art quilt using fusible appliqué and machine embroidery techniques. Learn how to develop your own vivid designs and then choose the best fabrics,
threads, and embellishments to create special effects that bring your flowers to life. With Ellen’s innovative no-pattern approach, you’ll be on your way to becoming a master art quilter just like her!
Easy Paper-Pieced Baby Quilts-Carol Doak 2001 This clever combination of two favorite quilting subjects--baby quilts and paper piecing - will inspire you to start stitching today. Best-selling author and renowned "Queen of Paper Piecing" Carol Doak shares a dozen new quilt designs that feature beloved childhood themes. Perfect for
newborns, toddlers, or a special someone who's young at heart.
One Block Wonders Encore-Joy Pelzmann 2010-11-05 A Bold New Spin on One-Block Quilts: New Projects, More Fabrics, New Effects. 6 quilt projects, plus over a dozen gallery quilts and techniques for creating endless one-block variations. Create dramatic new design effects quilters have been asking for: hollow cubes, cubes sliced open, and
blocks tumbling into the borders. New! Make one-block wonders with multiple fabrics, not just one. The authors teach you to choose the right fabrics, with photos showing the original fabrics and the finished quilt. Still no Y-seams! All piecing is easy straight lines. You'll love everything that's new in this exciting sequel from the best-selling
author of One-Block Wonders: stunning new quilts, new visual effects, and ways to add even more color to your quilts with multiple fabrics. You'll still love the whirling, dramatic designs, the simple straight-line piecing, and the dramatic large-scale prints that make One-Block Wonders a fabric-lover's favorite.
The Home Edit-Clea Shearer 2019-03-19 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the stars of the Netflix series Get Organized with The Home Edit (with a serious fan club that includes Reese Witherspoon, Gwyneth Paltrow, and Mindy Kaling), here is an accessible, room-by-room guide to establishing new order in your home. Believe this:
every single space in your house has the potential to function efficiently and look great. The mishmash of summer and winter clothes in the closet? Yep. Even the dreaded junk drawer? Consider it done. And the best news: it’s not hard to do—in fact, it's a lot of fun. From the home organizers who made their orderly eye candy the method that
everyone swears by comes Joanna and Clea’s signature approach to decluttering. The Home Edit walks you through paring down your belongings in every room, arranging them in a stunning and easy-to-find way (hello, labels!), and maintaining the system so you don't need another do-over in six months. When you're done, you'll not only
know exactly where to find things, but you'll also love the way it looks. A masterclass and look book in one, The Home Edit is filled with bright photographs and detailed tips, from placing plastic dishware in a drawer where little hands can reach to categorizing pantry items by color (there's nothing like a little ROYGBIV to soothe the soul).
Above all, it's like having your best friends at your side to help you turn the chaos into calm. PLEASE NOTE: The paperback includes a starter set of labels for your refrigerator; the ebook and audiobook include a link to download and print the labels from a computer (you will need 8-1/2 x 11-inch clear repositionable sticker project paper, such
as Avery 4397). Featured in Glamour's 10 Books to Help You Live Your Best Life
Star Quilts-Mary Knapp 2013-01-25 Create striking star blocks accurately at any size using this unique grid system—just connect the dots! No math, no complex calculations. Try one of author Mary Knapp’s projects to learn her grid method using basic tools like a ruler and a protractor. Choose from dozens of her star block designs to mix and
match for any project. You’ll be amazed at how easy it can be to draft and resize your own blocks and make your next quilt totally star-studded! Includes great tips for fabric selection, making templates, as well as cutting and piecing techniques.
50 Fabulous Crochet Squares-Jean Leinhauser 2009-03-01 This wonderful collection of 50 innovative square designs will quickly become a much-used volume in your personal crochet library. Whether you are looking for a colorful square for a child's afghan, a square suitable for your favorite man, or a dramatic flower design, you'll find it
here. The squares, ranging from 5 to 12, are all shown crocheted using worsted (medium) weight yarn. However, you may make the squares in any weight yarn or thread you choose, which will of course change the size and appearance. You should also feel free to change colors to suit your own taste and decor. Different colors can completely
change the way a square looks. Patterns include Water Lily, Coral Coneflower, Ruffle-Go-Round, Pineapples, Whirligig, and more. 50 Fabulous Crochet Squares (Leisure Arts #4420)
50 Little Paper- Pieced Blocks-Carol Doak 2011-12-16 Create perfectly-pieced miniature quilt blocks in a variety of themes—from hearts and flowers to airplanes and birthday cakes. Secure them inside your Carol Doak’s Keepsake Frame Cards for gift-giving and artistic display. These blocks are also perfect to mix and match for making table
linens, wall quilts, and other small projects.
Little Gems-Connie Kauffman 2015-02-10 Sparkling with tiny treasures, these patterns are a treat for paper-piecing enthusiasts. New to paper piecing? Learn the popular technique with a small investment of time and materials. Each 12" x 12" project can be quilted on your home machine, and a fat quarter is all you need for backing and
binding. 15 traditional designs for decorating and gift-giving Showcase finished projects on Ackfeld wire hangers, tabletops, and walls Achieve accurate results with paper piecing--ideal for finely detailed projects Try something new: add prairie points, trims, and embellishments
Spiral Lone Star Quilt-Jan Krentz 2021-01-25 Create and assemble timeless Spiral Lone Star Quilt! From bestselling author and internationally recognized quilt instructor Jan Krentz, the Spiral Lone Star Quilt, originally published in Lone Star Quilts and Beyond, is now available as a stand-alone pattern pack. This intricate and colorful quilt is
fun to create and ideal for perfecting your paper piecing and color placement skills. Don’t be intimidated! The pattern pack includes helpful instructions that will guide you throughout the 30 blocks. The end result is a complex and stunning spiral cherished as a forever masterpiece by every quilter. Visually dynamic medallion quilt simplified
with strip and paper piecing techniques Assemble 30 blocks to create a colorful center spiral Learn a new skill! Have a blast piecing together this stunning masterpiece with step-by-step instructions
New York Beauties & Flying Geese-Carl Hentsch 2017-04-01 Become a skilled foundation piecer with New York Beauty blocks and arcs of Flying Geese that amaze! Stitch your way through 31 architectural block patterns, ideal for advanced beginners and intermediate quilters. Practice this straightforward approach to curved piecing,
foundation piecing, and simple machine applique on 10 full-size quilts and 27 pillow projects. Lively color combinations provide movement and drama, with fabric selections from Tula Pink, in collaboration with Carl Hentsch.
Learn to Paper Piece-Nancy Mahoney 2016-03-01 Resolve the mystery of precisely constructing quilt blocks with paper piecing. Nancy Mahoney guides you step by step through the basics and shows you how fun paper piecing can be. You'll be amazed when you discover how easy it is to master this empowering technique. Welcome to the
definitive guide to paper piecing! Achieve the precision you're after as you learn the secrets of fabric and paper selection, how to choose the right scrap size, and how to keep your piecing accurate More than 30 how-to photos, combined with easy-to-understand directions, ensure accurate, successful block construction You'll be asking
yourself, "Did I really sew that?" as you create complex design elements you never thought you could tackle
Scrap Quilt Sensation-Katharine Guerrier 2007 This is a sumptuous collection of scrap quilts to make, all with Katharine Guerrier's unique contemporary twist on traditional designs. This book includes 11 step-by-step projects, with in-depth advice on selecting the right fabrics from your stash, and how to combine them for best effect. A
further section on experimentation encourages you to take the ideas presented further, with additional small-scale quilts to inspire and motivate. It is beautifully illustrated with full colour photographs and easy-to-follow diagrams and artworks.
Quilted Coasters-Sue Harvey 2018-09-01 You'll love these 48 great coaster designs by Sue Harvey. Make them as gifts for your family and friends, as well as for your own home. There are 12 sets of four coasters, each related to the same theme. Some sets are pieced, some are appliqued, some are paper-pieced and some are just quilted.
There's a set for every season and one for Christmas. Other designs are based on traditional blocks, including a set of Log Cabin variations, of baskets and, of course, old-time favorites such as Dresden Plate and Grandmother's Fan. Approximately 4 1/2 x 4 1/2 inches.
Adventures in Paper Piecing & Design-Sarah Elizabeth Sharp 2018-09-01 Turn your interest in foundation paper-piecing into a full-blown love affair. Learn about every stage of the process—from piecing technique to pattern design—in this comprehensive guide. Start with the basics of sewing on paper, then explore the author’s open-ended
design exercises to create your own patterns or follow along with the author’s take to sew her graphic interpretations of the prompts. With an annotated overview of the author’s favorite FPP methods, countless tips, and over thirty paper-pieced quilt blocks plus seven design exercises to put your skills to the test, you’ll have the tools you need
to thrive when confronted with any paper-piecing challenge!
Contemporary Paper-pieced Quilts-Jeannie Jenkins 2018-08-07 This modern and contemporary introduction to foundation piecing offers eight simple, skill-building projects that progressively build the quilter's confidence to try more involved patterns.
The Quilter's Paper-Piecing Workbook-Elizabeth Dackson 2016 Learn foundation paper-piecing one block at a time! Come join author and educator Elizabeth Dackson of DontCallMeBetsy.com in her quilt studio! Here she'll share all you need to know to grow your foundation paper-piecing skills in this must-have, comprehensive guide that
takes you through this classic technique from start to finish. Through more than 20 unique paper-pieced blocks that are used in 18 unique quilted projects, you'll gain confidence and skill. Start with the basics that show you step-by-step how to foundation paper-piece your first blocks with projects that allow you to put your new skills to work.
When you're ready for a paper-piecing challenge, get more adventurous with blocks that encourage you to take risks with foundation paper-piecing--with impressive results! Elizabeth has taught thousands of quilters the joy of foundation paper-piecing, now it's your turn. Discovering the possibilities that foundation paper-piecing has to offer
has never been easier!
Mariner's Compass Quilts-Judy Mathieson 1995 Important Note about PRINT ON DEMAND Editions: You are purchasing a print on demand edition of this book. This book is printed individually on uncoated (non-glossy) paper with the best quality printers available. The printing quality of this copy will vary from the original offset printing
edition and may look more saturated. The information presented in this version is the same as the latest edition. Any pattern pullouts have been separated and presented as single pages. If the pullout patterns are missing, please contact C&T publishing.
A Paper-Pieced Garden-Maaike Bakker 2013-12-03 Discover 27 truly lovely blocks featuring flowers, leaves, and spritely creatures of the garden such as squirrels and robins. You'll also find seven delightful quilt patterns that showcase these versatile blocks. Develop your skills with paper piecing, machine applique, and free-motion machine
quilting Celebrate nature's abundance with color-splashed projects for spring, summer, winter, and fall View a fabulous photo gallery brimming with even more ideas for these extraordinary blocks
Ricky Tims Convergence Quilts-Ricky Tims 2010-11-05 Become a fabulous quilt artist - the fun, easy way! Popular quilting expert Ricky Tims presents an imaginative, new piecing technique that quilters will adore! Convergence quilts feature two or more fabrics cut into strips, sewn together, then cut and pieced again. Nothing could be
simpler - or more magical! Ricky offers lots of creative guidelines but no hard-and-fast rules, so every Convergence quilt is a unique work of art. 4 projects walk you through the steps of making Convergence quilts. Quilts look complex but are fun, easy, and, best of all, creative to make. Use any fabric from commercial prints to hand-dyed. Add
decorative touches such as appliqué to dress up your projects. An infinite number of looks from one ingenious technique. Visit C&T Publishing's YouTube channel to view the video trailer!
Carol Doak's Simply Sensational 9-Patch-Carol Doak 2005-09-01 Your lucky stars-the paper-pieced way! Includes bonus CD-ROM.
The Big Book of Patchwork-Judy Hopkins 2011-04-12 Brimming with exciting projects--50 in all--this collection provides extraordinary value. Choose from decorative crib quilts, lap quilts, and bed-sized quilts in a variety of fabric combinations. Create everything from two-fabric designs to scrappy multiple-fabric quilts. Featuring traditional
patchwork and fast cutting and piecing techniques, these quilts have broad appeal--as one would expect from such a well-loved designer!
Quilt it with Love-Mary Balagna 2012 Shares the story behind the Project Linus nonprofit organization and provides twenty quilting patterns designed for children and teenagers' interests for donation to Project Linus.
101 Log Cabin Blocks-Linda Causee 1997 This book not only includes the traditional Log Cabin block (in four sizes), but it takes the Log Cabin out of the past and into a new creative realm of innovative block design. Linda Causee has twisted the logs and changed the usual rectangular strip shape--making this the most exciting collection of
Log Cabin blocks ever!
Quilts from Grandmother's Garden-Jaynette Huff 2005 A little handwork--and a few quick tricks--is all it takes to create these striking quilts inspired by old-fashioned Grandmother's Flower Garden quilts. Instead of sewing together thousands of tiny hexagons, make applique units instead!"
365 Foundation Quilt Blocks-Linda Causee 2006-08 It’s quiltmaking made as simple as paint-by-numbers! With a new method called foundation piecing, you just follow a numerical sequence to stitch fabric onto a foundation. Even the smallest pieces meet precisely, quickly, and accurately. With 365 projects, you could make one every day of
the year. They’re organized month-by-month, so you could make a patriotic quilt with the July blocks; a Thanksgiving quilt in November; a Christmas quilt with the December blocks; or pretty floral quilts with each month’s flowers. (There are also some whimsical designs such as the yellow submarine that marks the day the Beatles came to
America.) Photos of quilts made with blocks for each month accompany the complete instructions for the entire foundation piecing process.
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